Strategic Plan Update Overview
Webinar
Presented by Julia Havens & Scott Waller,
Division of Behavioral Health and Recovery
February 19, 2015
9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
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Strategic Plan 2015 Update - Overview
Topics for Today’s Webinar:
• Why do Strategic Plan updates?
• Where is the June 2015 Update guidance?
• Where to start? (suggested schedule/ steps)
• Where to go for additional resources?
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Why update your Strategic Plan?
• Ensures ongoing buy-in from the community.
• Documents and reflects a changing
community.

• A method to stay current with local needs and
issues.
• Please type in a reason that you will share
with your coalition as we update plans.
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Where are the requirements for the update?
Community Coalition Guide (Updated September 2014)

•

Outlines the elements of your strategic plan to update.
www.theathenaforum.org/updated_cpwi_community_coalition_guide_september_2014

– Chapter 3
• Quick Reference Timeline Overview - page 16 .
– Any place that reads “Update 2015”

• Requirements noted - pages 17-25.
– Any place that reads “Updated every 2 years”

– Chapter 4 - Detailed guidance for required elements.
– Update all CPWI Action Plans & Budget forms
• Using current format (pages 55, 57).

– Appendix - Samples
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Quick Reference
Timeline Overview

www.theathenaforum.org/cpwi_overview_timelines_september_2014_update_word_format
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What is the timeline?
• All 52 CPWI Strategic Plan updates due June 15, 2015.
– Work with your system manager to come up with a plan for reviewing
and feedback that aligns with your unique project planning to complete
on-time.

– Start discussions and planning now.

• Data Books will be sent end of February 2015.
• We’ve provided suggested timing to help frame out the steps.
– You should project plan according to how effective your coalition is
during meetings and using workgroups.
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Documenting updates in plan?
• Update your strategic plan narrative sections using the
Yellow Highlighter function of WORD.
• Use the “Summary of Strategic
and Action Plan Updates” checklist
(last page of instruction packet).
• Check a box next to each
section to indicate the following:
“Change” or “No Change”.
– If changes were made, indicate the page #.
– If no changes, provide brief justification why – what process or
information did you review to come to that conclusion?
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Where to Start?
Late February- Early March
• Review your membership structure and coalition bilaws.
– Informed by 2014 Coalition Assessment Tool Results (what’s
working well, what needs improvement?)
– Update as needed.

• Discuss how recruitment has gone since you formed
your coalition, who is still missing?
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Membership Review
• Review current membership list and attendance.
• Ensure eight separate sectors are filled
• Recruitment strategies been used as planned?
• Describe any new recruiting strategies if relevant.

• Coalitions should be striving maximize their
sector representation to include all 14 on list.
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Meeting Structure
• Review results of Coalition Assessment Tool to drive
discussion with coalition
• Discuss and decide if changes are indicated.
• If so, after discussion and decision-making, revise as
needed and document in strategic plan in
appropriate sections.
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Resources Assessment Process
Late February- Early March• Review process used originally for Strategic Planning.
• Agree on the process the group will use this year.
– What worked well that you want to repeat?
– What was a challenge that needs to be done differently?
– What will timing option will you follow?

• Method to collect resource data regarding your
prioritized Intervening Variables; new or old?
• Will there be a workgroup to do the heavy lifting?
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Conduct Resources Assessment
March-April; depending on option selected.
• Goal: Identify what is happening in the community related to
your prioritized risks and protective factors.
Options on timing:
1)

Start the resources assessment before you get your new data
–

2)

Wait to see what your final agreed upon risk and protective
factors
–

•

Then, if there is a change in priorities seek out the resources
for that risk.

Then complete your resources assessment.

Work your group’s choice into your timeline.
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Needs Assessment Process
• Have the discussion in February or early March about:

– How does the coalition want to review the new
data in the Data Books,
– What other local data need to be gathered for
review (i.e., Community survey results, health
dept., ER, law enforcement)
– Are you using a workgroup?
• How often will they meet?
• Who will lead workgroups?
• Who will report back to the full coalition?
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Planning for Gap Analysis
Have the discussion in March to plan.
April - Conduct Gap Analysis once needs and resources
assessment completed.
• Results of Resources Assessment informs your Gap Analysis.
– What is available, what is still missing?
– Who is being served?
– Who faces barriers to receiving services?
– How will barriers be reduced?
– Where will programs be enhanced?
– Where will coalition develop programming or policy change?
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Planning for Strategy Review
Discuss in March –
• How will coalition decide on strategies that match
objective?
– Will you use a workgroup?
– Determine structure and timeline accordingly.

April - after needs, resources and gap analysis completed:
• Are there changes in prioritized risk/protective factors or
community gaps to be addressed with new strategies?
• Review and discuss local program outcomes
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Action Plan Update
May• Review Action Plan success from last year
– Did all of plan get implemented?
– Did you face barriers to consider this year?

• Do you have new Strategies to add?
• Update with new agreements/ commitments.
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Planning for Reporting and Evaluation
May –
• How will the coalition update the evaluation plan?
– Will the same process be used to determine major intended
outcomes?
– Will there be a workgroup?

• Review your original evaluation plan.
• Do you have new strategies to include in evaluation plan?
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Planning for Reporting and Evaluation
May (continued)–
• Review completed evaluation efforts.
• Review how outcomes were shared with community.

• Determine if information missing from current data
collection that demonstrates outcomes?
– How will you fill those gaps?
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Logic Model / Action Plans/ Budget
After you complete the process of updating the
various sections of your plan update the following:
• Strategic Plan Narrative Sections.
• Logic Model, if needed.
• Action Plan for July 1, 2015- June 30, 2016.
• Coalition Budget for July 1, 2015- June 30, 2016. (SAPT & PFS)
– Encouraged to include desired Dedicated Marijuana Funding to reach
a coalition budget of $110K per CPWI community.
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Update Plan Narrative and Templates
No later than May-June so your coalition has
time to review and approve the updated plan.
• It’s a good idea to write your narrative updates as you go.
• Update the sections as needed according to Community
Coalition Guide and Instructions.
• Highlight the sections that were updated.
• Complete the checklist and submit with updated plan and
templates.
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Resources to help
• CPWI Community Coalition Guide
www.theathenaforum.org/updated_cpwi_community_coalition_guide_s
eptember_2014
(Type in “Community Coalition Guide” in the search box.)

• Athena Training Page
www.theathenaforum.org/training/cpwi_trainings
– Ray will be doing an Athena tutorial at March CPWI meeting

• CADCA Primers http://www.cadca.org/resources/series/Primers
• Prevention System Managers
• Each other 
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What Questions Do You Have?
• What specific questions do you have that we can
address in more detail in the webinars to follow?
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2015 CPWI Training Plan
Save the Dates
January-August 2015
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CPWI Webinar Schedule
January 2015
– January 28, CPWI 3rd hour - Media Awareness - Miss
Washington Kaelee Dunn

February 2015
February 19, 9-10:30 AM - Strategic Plan Update &
Resources Assessment Update

– February 23, 2-3:30 PM - Needs Assessment 101
– February 25, CPWI 3rd hour - Community Survey /HYS
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CPWI Webinar Schedule
March 2015
– March 3–5, 8 AM – 5 PM; March 6, 8 AM – 1 PM - WASAPST – Yakima, WA

– March 17, 1– 3 PM - Data Book (Tentative Date)
– March 18, 2–3 PM - Needs Assessment Update
(interactive)
– March 25, CPWI 3rd hour – Evidence Based Practices (EBPs)
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CPWI Webinar Schedule
April 2015
– April 8, 2– 3:30 PM - Gap Analysis/Strategy
Selection
– April 30, 10 AM–Noon,
Adaptations/Environmental Strategies/ Local
Evaluation
– April 23, CPWI 3rd hour, To-Be-Determined
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CPWI Webinar Schedule
May 2015
– Small group TA as needed
– Prevention Ethics (TBD)

June 2015
– June 22 – 24, ESD 113, 8:30AM-4:30PM, Summer
Institute

August 2015
– Dates/Locations TBD - New Coalition Coordinator Orientation &
Active Military Family / Veteran Outreach
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Thank You
• If you have any questions about the process or
request for technical assistance please contact
your Prevention System Manager.
• For questions related to information provided
today, you may also contact:
Julia Havens julia.havens@dshs.wa.gov
Scott Waller scott.waller@dshs.wa.gov
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